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In response to a rapidly deteriorating economy, Congress passed and the president signed a recovery package last 
February designed to stimulate the economy over two years by putting people back to work, boosting demand, and 
restoring confidence. It has now been six months 

since the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) was passed, and while the economy continues to 
experience high unemployment, there are signs that the 
recovery act is beginning to have an impact.
 This research report, which will be updated regularly, 
summarizes the basic facts about the implementation of 
the recovery act and assesses its impact. In particular, 
it highlights what is in the recovery package, when the 
funding is scheduled to be implemented, how quickly the 
investments are actually getting into the economy, and 
how that fiscal impact (i.e., money going out into the 
economy, either through spending or tax cuts) is boosting 
economic growth and job creation.
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The main findings of this report include:

The stimulus has already been integral to keeping the economy from a full-blown nose dive, with the effects •	
of the direct spending—and the indirect economic activity it has spurred—already being reflected in the 
economic indicators:

The economic contraction in the second quarter of 2009 was just 1% compared to the a 6.4% annual rate •	
of contraction in the first quarter and the 5.4% contraction experienced in the final quarter of 2008.

Estimates from prominent economic forecasters indicate that GDP growth in the second quarter of 2009 •	
would have been 2 to 3 percentage points worse without the economic stimulus.

This impact is consistent with saving somewhere between 500,000-750,000 jobs over this three-month period.•	

Job losses in the second quarter of 2009 were 1.3 million, down from 2 million jobs lost in the first three •	
months of the year.

Of the total amount designated by the ARRA to be spent, about 14% ($114 billion of the $787 billion package) •	
has hit the economy.

The fiscal impact ramped up in the second quarter of 2009, and will be sustained through mid-2010.•	

Aid to states has been the quickest part of the package to be spent by the federal government, while spending in some •	
other areas, such as research and infrastructure, are largely still to come.

In the second quarter of 2009, $22.5 billion was provided to assist state and local governments; $27 billion was paid •	
to individuals in the form of unemployment insurance, food stamps, social security, and other aid; $37 billion was 
provided in tax cuts; and $5 billion was spent on infrastructure and other areas.

T a B L e  1

Composition of american Recovery and Reinvestment act of 2009

souRcE: Source: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

function billions of $           share

Individual tax cuts $237            30%

Business tax cuts  51 7 

State fiscal relief  144 18 

Infrastructure and science  111 14 

Support for low-income households  81 10 

Health care  59 8 

Education & training  53 7 

Energy  43 5 

Other  8 1 

totAl $787 100%
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souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.
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stimulus composition

While most of the tax cuts will have found their way to consumers this fall, a majority of the spending—which •	
provides more economic benefits per dollar than tax cuts—will hit the economy in late 2009 and early 2010.

Size and composition
The recovery act includes a number of provisions designed to increase economic growth and to create or save jobs. The 
package includes aid to state governments to prevent layoffs and cuts in service, both of which would exacerbate the 
recession. It provides support for low-income households and individual tax cuts and refundable credits, which will both 
put money in the hands of those most likely to spend it back into the economy as well as help those suffering the most 
from the recession. Finally, it provides investment in our nation’s transportation and energy infrastructure, which creates 
jobs and promotes the sustainability and global competitiveness of the economy.1 A more complete breakdown is given 
in Table 1 and Figure A.

Timing 
The total fiscal impact of ARRA is spread out over a number of years, with three-quarters of the package concentrated 
in the first two years, as estimated by the Congressional Budget Office. Figure B shows the fiscal impact of the tax and 
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souRcE: Zandi.

F i g u r e  B

Projection of fiscal impact, in $billions

T a B L e  2

Projected fiscal impact (billions $)

NotE: Through August 4.

souRcE: Zandi.

2009q1 2009q2 2009q3 2009q4 2010q1 2010q2 2010q3 2010q4

Infrastructure and other spending       $0  $5 $7      $10 $7      $14      $17      $11 

     Traditional Infrastructure  0 0 4 4 2 5   5    3 

Transfers to state and local governments  9  23  24  26  25  25  24 16 

     Medicaid  9  14  11  12  12  12  11    6 

     Education & Other  0  9  13  13  13  13  13  10 

Transfers to persons  0  27  14  15  15  15  12    2 

     Social Security  0  13  0  0  0    0    0    0 

    Unemployment Assistance  0  12  12  13  13  13    9    0 

     Food stamps  0  2 2  2  2    2    2    2 

Tax cuts  0  37  37  33  33  32  30 17 

     Business Tax Cuts & other tax incentives  0  27  23  13  13  14  13    2 

     Individual Tax Cuts excluding AMT patch  0  10  14  20  19  18  17  15 

Total  9  92  82  84  80  86  84  47 
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souRcE: Zandi.

F i g u r e  c

Projection of fiscal impact (in billions $)
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investments components of ARRA. The tax cuts in particular will have most of their fiscal impact over the first year, 
whereas the spending sustains its impact throughout the two-year window.
 The front-loaded nature of the tax cuts is mainly due to the business tax cut components, such as the extension of 
special allowances for depreciation. However, while these cuts have gone out the door quickly, they will likely have little 
impact on the economy as businesses continue to see low profits and low levels of investment. By the fourth quarter of 
2009, however, the balance of tax cuts shift to individual tax cuts (see Table 2 and Figure C), which tend to provide 
more economic benefit by boosting aggregate demand.2

 The composition of the spending portion remains mostly stable through the end of 2010. Transfer payments—
such as food stamps, unemployment benefits, and Social Security—do fall slightly after the second quarter of 2009, 
while infrastructure and other spending—such as on energy and health information technology—show a sustained rise 
through 2010. In general, the items that are just beginning to ramp up will provide much larger simulative benefits than 
business tax cuts or even individual tax cuts.
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T a B L e  3

outlays by program (through august 4)

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

Category Millions of $            share

Business tax cuts, others $29,400            26%

Individual tax cuts  14,090 12 

Medicaid FMAP increase (HHS)  24,487 22 

Economic Recovery Payments (SSA)  13,042 11 

Unemployment benefits (DOL)  12,221 11 

State Fiscal Stabilization Fund (Ed)  9,020 8 

Food Stamps (USDA)  2,800 2 

Student Financial Assistance (Ed)  2,134 2 

Other spending  6,459 6 

totAl $113,653         100%

T a B L e  4

outlays by function (through august 4)

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

Category Millions of $           Percent

State fiscal relief $36,762                   32%

Low income support 30,674 27

Business tax cuts, others 29,400 26

Individual tax cuts 14,090 12

Infrastructure 1,521 1

General government spending 1,059 1

Research 58 0

totAl $113,653        100%

implementation to date
As of August 4, just under $114 billion of the Recovery Act funds had been spent, which is about 14% of the $787 
billion package. The spending portion, which comprises 62% of the fiscal impact to date, is mostly made up of aid 
to states (via Medicaid and education formulas), Social Security transfer payments, and unemployment benefits. The 
tax portion, which makes up the remaining 32% of the fiscal impact, is two-thirds business tax cuts and one-third 
individual tax cuts (see Table 3, Table 4, Figure D, and Figure E).
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NotE: Through Aug. 4, 2009.

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.
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recovery act is helping the economy
Economic growth 
While the economy is likely still in a recession, the recovery package has significantly boosted the economy relative to 
what we would expect without it. Both Goldman Sachs3 and Mark Zandi of Economy.com4 estimated annualized GDP 
growth rates both with and without the recovery and project that ARRA has lead to substantial impact on economic 
growth in the second quarter of 2009, that will increase in the third quarter, see Figure F. Recently the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics estimated that the economy shrunk by an annualized 1.0% in the second quarter. The Goldman Sachs and 
Zandi estimates suggested the economy would have shrunk by 3.2% and 4.0% without the ARRA.
 It should be noted that Figure F appears to suggest that ARRA will have its largest GDP impact in the second and 
third quarter, which seems questionable given that the overall fiscal impact remains fairly stable between 2009q2 and 
2010q3. In fact, there is no conflict—the economy grows as the stimulus’ fiscal impact grows, but as the stimulus 
funding plateaus, it merely sustains the new (and higher) level of economic activity that resulted from the previous 
economic growth rather than contributing to new growth. The fact that the economy will even see positive growth effects 
from ARRA between 2009q4 and 2010q2 (despite no increases in the fiscal impact) is a function of both the change 
in the stimulus package’s composition (shifting from less effective tax cuts to more effective spending) as well as the 
lingering economic ripples from the stimulus in the prior quarters.

souRcE: Zandi and Goldman Sachs.

F i g u r e  F

Recovery act’s actual and projected  effect on GDP
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Jobs 
The stimulus package was designed to be an effective job creator. Transfers to individuals (such as unemployment 
benefits and food stamps) and tax cuts put money in the hands of consumers and businesses, which boosts aggregate 
demand for goods and services. Aid to state and local governments, infrastructure investments, and other spending 
help maintain or boost public sector demand. This new demand causes businesses to hire more workers—or, at the 
very least, prevents layoffs.
 Through these mechanisms, the stimulus package has already boosted employment by hundreds of thousands of 
jobs, either by creating jobs or saving jobs that would otherwise have been lost. The fact that the economy is losing jobs 
at a much slower pace—from 2 million jobs lost in the first quarter to 1.3 million jobs lost in the second quarter of 
2009—is evidence that ARRA has helped staunch the job loss. In fact, without ARRA, job losses would have been much 
higher: Mark Zandi estimates that job loss in the second quarter would have been worse by about 500,000 without 
ARRA, while EPI’s Josh Bivens estimates that, consistent with the GDP impacts noted above, job loss would have been 
worse by approximately 720,000. Figure G shows the monthly loss in jobs since January 2009 as well as the cumulative 
amount of money spent through the recovery act.

souRcE: BLS and Zandi.

F i g u r e  g
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NotE: Through Aug. 4, 2009. Does not include tax cuts.

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

F i g u r e  h

spending in the pipeline

What’s imminent and what’s in the offing 
So far, $121.8 billion has been legally obligated but not yet spent into the economy.5 Looking at funds that are obligated 
but not yet spent as a measure of an economic impact that is imminent, we can expect state aid and infrastructure 
to consume a much larger share of the ARRA spending in the near future (note that this measure excludes tax cuts, 
which are not subject to obligation) (see Table 5, Table 6, and Figure H). Figure I shows the breakdown of spending 
by agency. Overall, the chart shows that there is still much stimulus in the pipeline.
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T a B L e  5

obligations minus outlays by program (through august 4)

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

Category Millions of $          share

State Fiscal Stability Fund (Ed) $25,285               21%

Highway infrastructure (DOT)  16,715 14 

Medicaid FMAP increase (HHS)  9,557 8 

Unemployment benefits (DOL)  7,663 6 

Student Financial Assistance (Ed)  6,526 5 

IDEA (Ed)  5,620 5 

Education for disadvantaged (Ed)  4,403 4 

Defense Environmental Cleanup (DOE)  3,663 3 

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (DOE)  3,409 3 

Public Housing Capital Fund (HUD)  2,917 2 

Training and employment services (DOL)  2,689 2 

Transit Capital Assistance (DOT)  2,635 2 

Amtrak (DOT)  1,195 1 

Project-based Rental Assistance (HUD)  1,049 1 

Food Stamps (USDA)  407 0 

Other obligations  28,039 23 

totAl $121,773      100%

T a B L e  6

obligations minus outlays by function (through august 4)

souRcE: Recovery.gov and authors’ calculations.

Category Millions of $              share

State fiscal relief $54,361                   45%

Infrastructure 40,560 33

Low income support 20,335 17

General government spending 3,086 3

Research 2,827 2

totAl $121,773            100%
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NotE: Through Aug. 4, 2009. 
*Budget authority is an agency’s maximum funding level.

souRcE: Recovery.gov, Congressional Budget Office, and authors’ calculations.

F i g u r e  i

stimulus progress by agency

endnotes
The final size and composition of the stimulus package was the result of a legislative compromise. In many cases, less-effective tax cuts replaced 1. 
the more-effective spending. For example, a last-minute Senate deal scrapped $25 billion in state aid and $20 billion in school construction to 
make room for a patch to the Alternative Minimum Tax, a provision that provides so little stimulus that most economists do not even consider 
it part of the stimulus package. Other worthy provisions, such as transit operations funding, were not even considered.

The business tax cuts essentially operate by deferring tax burdens, which are eventually paid back within the 10-year budget window used by 2. 
the Congressional Budget Office. For this reason, while the net 10-year impact of business tax cuts is small—only 7% of ARRA—they actually 
represent 22% of the total fiscal impact in the first year.

Goldman Sachs. “Fiscal Stimulus: A Little Less in Q2, A Little More Later,” August 4, 2009.3. 

Zandi, Mark. “The Shape of the Coming Recovery,” Moody’s Economy.com, July 9, 2009.4. 

Before funds are spent (outlayed), they must first be obligated. Obligated funds are legally required to go to a specific recipient—it is 5. 
analogous to writing a check. Obligations net outlays are thus the equivalent to uncashed checks. This measure is effective in showing what 
portions of the stimulus will very soon hit the economy.
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